
Accessories catalogue

Scoria M240



Input Device



Universal stylus

The durable touch pen is made of stainless steel 
and brass. It comes completely without plastic 
parts, works even in rain and snow and offers a 
pleasant writing experience.

SKU: ACC-RT-STY2

Universal Active-stylus

With a diameter of only 1.5 mm, you can type, write 

and draw very precisely. Besides, you avoid 

annoying fingerprints on the display. The integrated 

battery supplies the stylus with power for many 

hours. Simply recharge it with a USB port - and your 

work can continue.

SKU: ACC-RT-STY4

KBD1 Waterproof industrial 
keyboard with touchpad

The KBD1 waterproof industrial hygiene keyboard is 
a high quality and reliable keyboard with notebook 
keypad and integrated touchpad. 

SKU: ACC-GEN-KBD1BT-DE

Input Device



Extensions



Micro SD Cards

Industrial Micro SD card for expanding the 
memory

SKUs:

64 GB: ACC-GEN-MSDXC64

128 GB: ACC-GEN-MSDXC128

Scantrigger 

Comfortable pistol grip for particularly scan-
intensive applications. 

The large trigger is optimally and comfortably 
positioned. 

Transmission takes place without delay via the 
Pogo-Pin ports of your handheld.

SKU: ACC-M240-TRG1

Extensions

Protective film for scanner 

glass 

Protects the scanner glass from scratching and thus 
extends its service life

SKU: ACC-M240-PRT4



Anti-reflective tempered 

glassprotective film

Anti-reflective hybrid glass is as hard as glass and 
yet as flexible as film. The protective film with anti-
reflective surface coating is an extremely resistant 
flexible composite of glass and special polymer. 

SKU: ACC-М240-PRT2

Extensions

Anti-reflective protective film

Efficient reduction of reflections and simultaneous 
protection of the display

SKU: ACC-М240-PRT1



Brackets & 

Mounts



Scoria A10X vehicle mount 
with 12V adapter 

Practical bracket for mounting in the vehicle, 
compatible with all Brodit mounting parts and AMPS 
mounts. 

SKU: ACC-A10X-CRD3

Holster with magnetic closure

Rugged Fabric Holster with magnetic closure, 
multifunctional belt loop, 2 D-rings for easy 
attachment of a shoulder strap, lined inside.

SKU: ACC-A10X-HLS3

Brackets & Mounts

Holster

Rugged synthetic Handheld computer holster, has 
adjustable and Snap-On multifunctional belt loop, 2 
D-rings. 

SKU: ACC-A10X-HLS2



Power Supply



Single charging station

Matching docking station for charging the Scoria 
M240 and a spare battery. Power supply unit not 
included.

SKU: ACC-M240-CRD1 
Suitable power supply: ACC-RT-QCUSB1

Exchangeable battery

SKU: ACC-M240-BTRY

Power supply for handheld

SKU: ACC-RT-QCUSB1

Power Supply



Car power supplies for 

handhelds 

SKUs:

ACC-RT-PWR3 - Delivery without USB-C cable

ACC-RT-PWR6

Wide Range USB Power Supplies 

For seamless integration of your device into your industrial truck.

SKUs:

• ACC-GEN-PWR1 - 30 - 64 V DC Input voltage

• ACC-GEN-PWR2 - 8 - 18 V DC Input voltage

• ACC-GEN-PWR3 - 10 - 30 V DC Input voltage

• ACC-GEN-PWR4 - 12 - 24 V DC Input voltage (USB-C Output)

Power Supply



Cable



USB A to USB-C Cable 

SKU: ACC-RT-USBAC

USB-C Cable 

SKU: ACC-RT-USBCC

USB-C OTG-Cable 

SKU: ACC-RT-USBCO

Cable



Cable

Tough USB-Hub

Ideal for in-vehicle use, this rugged Universal USB Type-C Hub allows multiple inputs and 
outputs for a variety of devices. First connect your phone or tablet to the hub, then 
accessories and peripherals such as a mouse, keyboard, or HDMI cable. 

The USB Type-C port is compatible with most Type-C smartphones and tablets, while the 
HDMI output supports both Samsung DeX and screen mirroring. The built-in mounting 
holes also allow you to attach cable ties for cable management. The Tough USB Hub is 
compatible with any Type-C power delivery power adapter including accessories. 

ACC-GEN-TCH1



Product warranty



Product warranty

Standard warranty

Warranty period 1 year on manufacturing defects, 30 days 
support for misconfigurations - Self-inflicted software 
problems, Repair only with the highest quality spare parts, 
First-class repair in Germany, Online tracking of the repair 
process and its status at any time, Comprehensive 
diagnosis of the device upon receipt, Detailed stress test 
after repair, Cleaning, Shipping to any return address.

SKU: inklusive

Care warranty extension 3 
years

As standard but period extended to 3 years and additional 
High Priority Support, replacement device for the repair 
period if the repair takes longer.

SKU: SRV-M240-C3NX

PremiumCare 3 years

Maximum protection and planning security for your 
device, like Care but additionally with coverage for 
material damage due to normal use, wear and tear and 
accidents, Free replacement device in case of total loss, 
Pack & Collect: We take care of the pick-up of the product 
directly on the next business day

SKU: SRV-M240-P3NX

For more details & conditions please visit https://www.werocktools.com/de/produktgarantie/

https://www.werocktools.com/de/produktgarantie/

